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Abstract—This paper presents a system based on intelligent
agents for the semantic annotation of learning resources
taking into account the context of training. Semantic annotations systems rarely treat existing semantic annotations in
the field of distance education (e-learning). Most researchers
in the field of education limit annotations to specific cases
(teacher annotation, learner annotation, annotation of electronic documents etc.) these annotations are edited by users
with annotation tools. In turn, in our approach, we propose
a semantic annotation system based on intelligent agents
that manage semantic annotations of educational resources;
these annotations are guided by domain of ontologies and
ontology applications. We believe that the original resource
annotations, a storehouse of learning objects, are standardized by LOM profile, these learning objects are managed
using an ontology learning.
Index Terms—Semantic annotation of educational resources; Semantic Web; Metadata; Multiagent Systems;
Ontologies.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Many documents, and generally many resources, can be
used as part of an e-Learning training. Some of these
resources are produced "in house" by the various actors
involved in training, others are available on the web:
online courses, course materials, supporting oral presentations (slides), bibliographies, frequently asked questions,
lecture notes, etc.
To meet the ever-increasing number of resources, the
search engines should be able to provide more detailed
answers and handle more complex queries integrating
knowledge of the user. Given the need for a formal description of the content of educational materials online, we
see that it is interesting to integrate software agents able to
label semantically textual and multimedia resources,
metadata, on the one hand, and to exploit and to improve
information retrieval, on the other hand. The formalization
of existing web pages is defined as the task of semantic
annotation and automatic.
The existing automatic annotation systems are essentially syntactic. Automatic annotation of semantic aspects
of web pages requires solving the problem of identifying
the appropriate concepts to the content of each web resource and the profile of each user type, vis-à-vis ontologies
[5].
Current data from the web are too often written in natural
language, as for humans. Natural language is inherently
ambiguous too, formal and explicit semantic alternatives
should be implemented to eliminate the ambiguities of
natural language, both in the content of resources and their
annotations. The task of annotation for the semantic web
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is therefore to take as input a resource document and as
outputting the same enriched content with semantic annotations based on representations of knowledge more or
less formal [5] content.
Hence, this paper aims to describe the content of educational resources by annotating them with unambiguous
information to facilitate the exploitation of these resources
by software agents to manage and annotate educational
content available to learners and teachers in training
online.
II.

ORGANIZATION OF E-LEARNING TRAINING

A. Management systems of educational resources
Management systems of educational resources allow,
on the one hand, to share resources, information,
knowledge through automatic learning, and on the other
hand, to better index and manage relationships between
them. Knowledge to manage that are of two types (Figure
1):
• Educational concepts to understand;
• Ontological resources describing formal and semantic concepts and relationships between concepts.
These systems use ontologies to share resources, information and knowledge training. The definition of the
concepts to be addressed uses ontologies to define a common vocabulary between training actors. The ontology
construction work requires a clarification of the concepts
to teach and the relationships they maintain and help to
clarify the actual content of training.

Figure 1. General diagram of a system of management of educational
resources
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The implementation of such an approach entails the development of a methodological approach that integrates
dimensions from different areas of research:
• Educational engineering for determining
metadata concepts to address (concepts) and
relations between these concepts;
•

Knowledge Engineering for content management training using ontologies;

•

The Semantic Web for structuring and semantic annotation of learning resources.

Different work types (Management systems of educational resources) were had their focus in knowledge management based on ontologies to annotate the concepts of
learning, other projects are based on the metadata. In our
approach we propose another way to annotate educational
resources based on intelligent agents.
B. Multi-agent systemes
In online training users are distributed and heterogeneous. Therefore, it is interesting that the system architecture
is itself heterogeneous and distributed. Advances in programming have been made through abstractions increasingly high for us to model systems more complex. MAS1
are candidates to be the next step in the levels of abstraction, to understand, model and develop distributed systems
[9]. In addition, MAS is recognized as software architecture to support the deployment of the Semantic Web [10].
MAS are a loosely coupled network of agents who
work together as a society to resolve problems that are
usually beyond the capabilities of any individual agent.
MAS are heterogeneous agents when it includes at least
two types. A MAIS2 is an MAS to provide part or a full
range of features for managing and exploiting information
resources. When applying MAS on training systems
online, the cooperation of agents aims to improve capitalization of knowledge in training.
A MAS architecture is a structure that depicts the different families of agents and their relations. A configuration is the instantiation of architecture with a chosen arrangement and an appropriate number of agents of each
type. For a given architecture, we can generate multiple
configurations, and a given configuration is closely related
to the topography and the context of where it is deployed
(training structure, characteristics of the intranet, localization of interest, etc...). Thus, the architecture must be designed so that all possible configurations cover various
possible organizational contexts.
C. Adaptive MAS
An adaptive MAS can be seen as the superposition of
three components (Figure 2):
• Component of the field agents: Includes agents of
the same type having the ability to resolve a part of
overall problem. They operate independently and according to the evolution of their environment. All
agents are combined in a conventional network of
acquaintance, the network defines the explicit communication between agents;

1
2

MAS: Multi-Agent Systems
MAIS: Multi-Agent Information System
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• Adaptive component: Represents the organization
established in the field of agents, it is defined by a set
of nodes connected together form the network of interdependence, each node of the network corresponds
to a field agent, and connections between these nodes
represent dependencies between these agents;
• Component coupling: Composed of a set of monitors agents whose role is to continuously observe the
first component (field agents), and establish a state of
the system and provide this information to the adaptive component.
D. Store of educational objects
The establishment of a store of educational objects represents a substantial challenge for the success of eLearning project. This implies new requirements for educational objects. One of them - the main we believe - is to
allow the documents to be reused in different contexts to
meet several purposes [1].
The store of educational objects is composed of two
parts:
• The database that will store all learning objects filtered;
• All LOM descriptors and semantic descriptors resulting from the indexing phase.
LOM metadata and semantic descriptors will allow to
easily find a learning object stored. So, our warehouse will
have the following structure [1] :
III.

CONTRIBUTION OF ADAPTIVE MAS IN ELEARNING

A. Semantic Annotation Of the Educational Resource
Based Intelligent agents
In the process of semantic annotation, ontologies play a
crucial role since they model the concepts, their attributes
and the relationships are used to annotate the content of
the documents [5]. Semantic annotations based on ontologies consider only resources listed in these ontologies and
do not completely describe the origins of these resources
(Figure. 3).

Figure 2. Various components of an adaptive MAS.

Figure 3. Modeling a warehouse of learning objects.
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One proposed solution to overcome this problem is OntoPop [5] tool solution. This tool presents a solution to
semantic annotation and ontology population of source
documents based on ANLP 3 tools. This solution is helpful for annotating general documents. We can not apply to
annotate educational objects because of problem of identifying educational concepts. In a press document, for example, we annotate the words of the document, by cons in
an educational document the educational concepts contained in this document are annotated, an educational
concept can be a word, a sentence or even a chapter.
For this, we see that it is interesting to integrate software agents that are able to label semantically educational
resources, metadata, on the one hand, and to improve
information retrieval, on the other hand.
Educational resources should be structured to facilitate
the generation of semantic annotations of these resources.
The reason why we require that each educational resource
should be described with LOM metadata is because
metadata is represented semantically using ontology learning.
We consider an intelligent agent to manage the semantic annotations of educational objects (Figure. 5); the
agent IAMSA4 for the generation and validation of annotations.
This agent is in collaboration with AMO5. It confirms
updates of educational ontologies in case of modification
of one of these concepts by training administrators.
B. The Intelligent Agents in the Heart of Training
Our IAMSA must be able to semantically annotate the
concepts that need to be improved in ontologies training.
With the methodologies for information extraction from
educational resources, we need ANLP engine to identify
the pedagogical concepts to annotate.
The AMO (Figure. 6) deals with the ontological training environment. In case there is an update of ontologies
by administrator, AMO sends a message to the IAMSA
which contains the type of modification made and the
concept will be modified so that the agent will update the
annotations corresponding to this concept. In the case of
deleting one or more concepts, AMO handles the formal
reconstruction of the ontology in question.
The RA6 allows to find the appropriate response to the
user from the set of answers generated by the system.
I.

CONCLUSION

Figure 4. Semantic Annotation Based on Ontologies

Figure 5. Semantic Annotation Based OntoPop tool

Figure 6. Our Semantic Annotation Solution Based Agents

We have presented an innovative approach to managing
online training by combining ontology engineering, semantic web and multi-agent systems in an integrated solution. The integration of knowledge engineering approach
(formalization of knowledge resources dispersed online
with semantic annotations based on ontologies) and artificial intelligence (information systems of several coupled
cooperation agents at semantic level) can be a new powerful paradigm for the design of an online course.

3

ANLP: Automatic Natural Language Processing.
IAMSA: Intelligent Agent Manager Semantic Annotations.
5
AMO : Agent Manager Ontologies.
6
RA: Relevance Agent.
4
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Figure 7. General Pattern of Our solution Annotation of Educational
Resources
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